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June 15, 2018: Starting with a new Dhumketu story today. Anaami! Anaami! I’ll

probably miss the exclamation points in the title. And I’m not sure I need the word

repetition but I’ll decide that after translating the whole thing.

Ah. A frequent Dhumketu opening with a writer as the narrator. It sets the narrator’s

tone and voice as a bit flippant and a bit earnest. So, in some ways, this fictional

narrator is less of a stand-in for Dhumketu and more about him poking fun at the

wannabe writer like he’s done with a few other stories. He’s showing us a narrator who

acts like he’s too busy to write down the stories in his head even though he’s got a lot of

them. Classic, tongue-in-cheek Dhumketu lampooning some aspiring writers from his

literary circles at the time. The usual kind who say they’d like to write a novel someday if

only they could find the time. We have them even now. But the opening is also poetic

because of the metaphoric images Dhumketu conjures with the boats and caravans. It’s

a great setup because he’s got us wondering which one of these stories is going to be so

important that he’s driven to share it next. Smart because his narrator is creating

anticipation by teasing us readers like this.

This narrator is also a bit flighty. He wants to write stories, then he wants to paint, then

he wants to play chess with someone, etc. And even these stories that come to him are as

if they come of their own accord and it’s not his own brain doing all the conjuring and

recalling. A simple-minded aspiring writer, then, who doesn’t know much about the art

and craft of a writer. Yet, Dhumketu has him narrate such a fine, nuanced story there.

The story told as a recollected memory of an event or incident also places it in a past

time and setting but allows it to be shared with a contemporary (at the time of writing)

sensibility. The narrator is saying: look, this is how people used to be, all

narrow-minded and prejudiced. He was living among them too; he’s one of the minor

characters in the story. This is also another classic Dhumketu device. The narrator who

lives or lived among his story’s characters and observed them but rarely ever judged

them. A framing device. We don’t know anything else about this narrator except for his

desire to be an artist or writer and his lack of focus and self-awareness to do the work.

And, of course, how strongly he feels about how we treat foreigners or immigrants in our

midst.

A story that wouldn’t be out of place in today’s world of migrant workers, really. Or in

today’s Gujarat with the Hindu-Muslim divides still visible here and there.
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June 17th, 2018: I’m leaving a few Gujarati words in the text because there’s just no

proper translation. Let’s see if they’ll fly. The astrologer-almanac scene is my favorite so

far. Took me a while to get this entire scene right. It’s such an important one because we

see such a vulnerability with the elderly Sumra here. He wants to know if they’ll have

some “give-and-take” with the land. “લેણાદ�ણી” is such a loaded word. It’s about a mutual

relationship of indebtedness or dealings or transactions. A farmer and their land, a

writer and their reader, a language and its translator. The entire scene is so satisfying in

the way it unfolds as a simple conversation with so much undercurrent, so much

inference. Beautifully done, Dhumketu! The word has negative connotations in both

Gujarati and English, sure. But isn’t every relationship about various forms of

give-and-take, depending on who has how much power?

June 19th, 2018: I’ve finished with ‘Nameless’. The ending is . . . still unsettling. I

don’t mean what happens to the Sumra family—because that was inevitable, given how

things unfolded—but how the writer closed the story with a personal address to the

reader. Again, he’s done this with several stories. There’s a kind of bite and anger in the

closing that wasn’t there in the relatively lighter opening. And, while this mood at the

end is justified, given the story that’s been related, I wonder how the story would have

been without the framing device. I don’t think we’d have appreciated it in the same way.

It would have still been a vividly-told story but it wouldn’t have left us thinking deeper

about the nameless people all around us that we believe we care about but we don’t even

bother to know their names. And, of course, the framing allows the narrator to be

reflective during the telling too.

The other thing is that there’s no resolution here. Most of his short stories didn’t have

clean, easy resolutions. And that’s totally fine by me except he didn’t always succeed in

creating robust open endings. I haven’t yet decided how I feel about this particular one.

But I know that it’s different enough to be memorable long after reading it; that it hits

hard enough to make me wonder about all the nameless people who wander in and out

of my own life daily.

Actually, with social media now, we know way more about people (than we really need)

but we care even less, right? Like Dhumketu’s metaphorical boats and caravans coming

and going endlessly, we have social media feeds scrolling by endlessly. All that extra

information about people hasn’t made us any less biased or prejudiced, though, has it?

Would he have written a different ending to such a story if he was here writing it today?


